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ABSTRACT

According to some local properties of LorentK transformation, Einstein

stated: "Velocities greater than that of light have no possibility of

existence". He neglected to point out the applicable range of the special

theory of relativity. In fact, it could only be applied to the sub-light-

speed. This paper shows that if we think of the possibility of the existence

of the super-light-speed and redescribe the special theory of relativity

following Einstein's way, a new kinetnatical theory would be founded. The new

theory would retain all kinematical meaning of the special theory of

relativity when matters move with sub-light-speed and would give new content

when matters move with super-light-speed. The paper also discusses the

observation principle for the motions with the super-light-speed.

I.

iMV

INTRODUCTION

It is known that in his first paper on the special theory of

relativity, "On the Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies", Einstein clearly

states [1] that "Velocities greater than that of light have ... no possibility

of existence". But he neglected to point out the applicable range of Lorentz

transformation. In fact, his whole description must be based on velocities

smaller than that of light which we call sub-light-speed. So, the special

theory of relativity cannot negate that real motion at a speed greater than

the speed of light in vacuum which we call super-light-speed could exist.

Then, we can assume that the super-light-speed will accord with the space-like

curves in the general theory of relativity. Calculations indicate that the

superluminal expansion of extragalactic radio sources exactly corresponds with

the spacelike curves of the Schvarzschild geometry [2].

In this paper it is shown that if we think of the possibility of

existence of the super-light-speed and redescribe the special theory of

relativitity following Einstein's way, a new theory would be founded. The

new theory would retain all meaning of the special theory of relativity when

matters move with sub-light-speed and would give new content when matters

move with super-light-speed.

Our discussion is still based on the principle of relativity and on

the principle of constancy of the velocity of light which have been defined

by Einstein as follows:

1. The laws by which the states of physical systems undergo change

are not affected, whether these changes of state be referred to the one or

the other of two systems of coordinates in uniform translatory motion.(See [1]

p. 41)

2. Any ray of light moves in the "stationary" system of coordinates

with the determined velocity c, whether the ray be emitted by a stationary or

by a moving body.

Notice that these two postulates do not impose any constraint on the

relative speed v of the two inertial observers.
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II. DEFINITION OF SIMULTANEITY AND TEMPORAL ORDER

In his description about definition of simultaneity, Einstein stated:

"Let a ray of light start at the "A time" t^ from A towards B, let it at

the "B time" tfi be reflected at B in the direction of A, and arrive at
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A at the "A time " t . "In accordance with definition, the two clocks

synchronize if (See [1J p. 40)

/e ~ £/\ = tA - is en
"In agreement with experience we further assume the quantity

246 __ £ (2)

to be a universal constant - the velocity of light in empty space".

"It is essential to have time defined by means of stationary clocks

in the stationary system, and the tine now defined being appropriate to the

stationary system we call it "the time of the stationary system"."

In this way, Einstein finished his definition of simultaneity.

But, he did not consider the applicable condition of this definition, still

less the temporal order and as it appears to me these discussions are essential

too. So, let us continue these discussions following Einstein's way.

First and foremost, let us assume if the point B is moving with

velocity U relative to the point A, in agreement with experience we must

use the following formulas instead of fonnula (2):

2AB c - V when B is leaving A (a)

c + v when B is approaching A (b)
(3)

Obviously, (3a) is not always applicable, it must require v < c, but (3b) is

always applicable i.e. for v < c and v > c.

Einstein's whole discussion is based on the following formulas.

Art -M c _Lr

It must require v < c, because

arid
•8 C f o

(4)

- t, must be larger than zero.

Particularly, in order to get the Lorentz transformation, Einstein was based

on the following formula: (see (U p.44)

where just t - t,, so must require v < c, i.e. B must be the

motion with the sub-light-speed. Then the Lorentz transformation only could

be applied to the motion with sub^light-speed. It could not presage anything
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about the motion with the super-Hght-speed, i.e. the special theory of

relativity could not negate that the super-light-speed would exist. "

In order for our discussion to be applied to the notion with the

super-light-speed, we will only use (3b), i.e. let the point B

approach A. How, let another ray of light (it must be distinguished

from the first) start at the "A time" t^ from A towards B (when B will

be at a new place B.) let it at the "B time" t^ be reflected at B in the

direction of A, and arrive again at A at the "A time" t^.

According to the principle of relativity and the principle of the

constancy of the velocity of light, we will obtain the following formulas:

(6)

(7)

(a)I A8 - ABi = V f tAi - £A)

Let

A tA — U = ta\-£3 > A^~ •&-t'A (9)

Here at., fitn and it! represent the temporal Intervals pf the emission

from A, the reflection from B, and arrival at A for two rays of light

respectively. The symbols of the temporal intervals describe the temporal

orders. When At > 0 it will be called the forward order and when At < 0,

the backward order.

From (6) - (9) we can get

c tu

(10)

(11)

Then, we make out that if fltA > 0, i.e. from A, two rays of light were

emitted by the forward order, and must be itfi > 0, i.e. for the observer

at system A these two rays of light were reflected by the forward order

from B. But
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and

it' > 0 iff when v < c

< 0 iff when v > c

It means that for the observer at system A these two rays of light arrived

at A by the forward order only when the paint B moves with sub-light-speed,

and by the backward order only when with super-light-speed. In other words,

the temporal order is not always constant. It is constant only when v < c,

and it is not constant when v > c.

Usually, one thinks that this is a backward flow of time. In fact,

it is only a procedure of time in the system B with the super-light-speed

which gives the observer in the "stationary system" A an inverse appearance

uf the procedure of the time. It is an inevitable outcome when the velocity

of the moving body is faster than the transmission velocity of the signal.

This outcome will be called the relativity of the temporal order. It is a

new nature of the time when the moving body attains the super-light-speed.

It is known that it is not spacetine that impresses its form on things, but the

t.hings and their physical laws that determine spacetime. So, the super-light-

speed need not be negated by the character of. the space-time of the special

theory of relativity, but the super-light-speed will represent the new nature

of the space-time, the relativity of the temporal order.

III. THE TEMPORAL ORDER AND THE CHAIN OF CAUSATION

In order to explain the disparity between the backward flow of time

and the relativity of the temporal order, we will use the space-time figure

(as Fig.l).

We will take the following definition:

1. The chain of the event, t,Q,
t.^,... t,.,...

l i g h t w i l l b e s t a r t e d a t t . a n d i t , . = t , , . , , > - t , .
i Ai A(i+1) Ai

The i-th ray of

> 0. It may or may

not be chain of causality.

2. The chains of the transference of the light t

t

,~, t_n, t,-; t,.

t n i, t!,;BI AI
t,., tn.,Ai Bi

t ;
A]

Every chain t,., t-., t' must be a chain

of causality, i.e.

-L- { 4 ' _ + I j- — t • — f - i
-i > 'At "A* / — 6i M i — "-Ai Aj;,' O (12)

If they take a negative sign it will be the backward flow of time and will

violate the principle of causality.
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3, The chains of the motion are the rays of the light which will be

reflected at B, but It will have different reflections when B moves with

different velocity.

For example, in Fig.l, if v " 0, must have c < 0 then

Afyliu) ~ £A( —: is(i*ij~ *8i == 'W'-*1' ~~ *4i (13)

If v < c, must have c < 0, and when v > 0

0

when v < 0

n ̂  f. — f • <- -f - ~ i * ^ -l'

Last of all, if v > c, must have v > 0, and when c < 0

(15)

but

(16)

(17)

when c > 0

0

and

a n d tAM-^t '" <Ai < 0

, t ^ t A i ' 1 ' a n < i tB0*

These are rigid relations of causality.

U. The chains of the observation

tn1l... t_ are not chains of causality. The relativity of temporal
HI Bi

order is just that they could be a positive when v < c or a negative when
v > c and the vector v and c have the same direction.

In formula (A) when V > c t_ - t^ < 0, it does not mean that

velocities greater than that of light have no possibility of existence but

only that the ray of light cannot catch up with the body with super-light-

speed.
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IV. DUAL VELOCITY AND OBSERVATION OF THE SUPER-LIGHT-SPEED

If there is a radar installation to measure the velocity of a moving

object, one would get At, and At! and could calculate v by (11):

u = r (20)

Obviously, iff i t^ > 0 then \> < c;

iff it' 0 then c;

iff AtĴ  < 0 then v > c.

So, whether the velocity is super-light-speed or sub-light-speed, one

must determine the temporal order of the At', the backward order or the forward

order. If one cannot determine the temporal order of the At!, a super-light-

speed U, might be regarded as a sub-light-speed v. From (11) we can get

V = (21)

We will call the sub-light-speed is the dual velocity of the super-light-

speed v,. The dual velocity has a number of interesting properties which

will be covered in our later discussion.

V. THEORY OF THE TRANSFORMATION OF COORDINATES

From (10) and (11) we can get

(22)

and

(23)

It has been pointed out that At, and At! are measurable by observer of

the system A, but fitn is unmeasurable. So, the observer must conjecture

4t from At, or fit'
ft A

In form, AtD in (22) and itn in (23) areD from At, or fit
b ft A

different. If we can find a transformation of coordinate it will satisfy

— M (24)
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and according to formulas (10) and (11) could get

> 0 when \J <C

At" I = 0 when v =c (25)

Then, we get

Q

(26)

(26')

Let ds = c di we get

(27)

^ o

< 0

u < c •

timelike

I) =Z C lightlike

(28)

U > C s P a c e l l k e

what merits special attention is that ds
2

(c - v )dt and

dsZ - cJdt2 - dx2 - dy2 - dz2 are not identical. Usually, the special

theory of relativity does not recognize their difference because motion with

sub-light-speed does not involve the relative change of temporal orders, so

the symbol of ds remains unchanged when the inertial system changes.

Now let

4s1- = (29)

where

~ ( cL~ (30)



(31)

then

Between any two enertial systems

'^ -f dS,'^ V < c
(32)

(33)

The formula (33) is the base of the space-time transformation.

VI. SPACE-TIME TRANSFORMATION GROUP

It is known that all lineal transformations that satisfy the

requirement of ds = ds' constitute a complete group, commonly known as

the Lorentz-Poincare group. All lineal transformations that satisfy the

requirements of ds = -ds' cannot constitute a group, but it could be proved

that all lineal transformations that satisfy the requirement of (33) constitute

a new group which we call the space-time group and the Lorentz-Poincare gToup

is its sole subgroup.

If let \i E

' i

v , could get the space-time transformation:

t =
t'+frx'

(3M

VII. PHYSICAL MEANING OF THE EQUATIONS OBTAINED IN RESPECT TO MOVING
RIGID BODIES AND MOVING CLOCKS

According to the formula

X1

y ̂  ̂  — (35)
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Einstein said: "A rigid body which measured in a state of rest, has the form of

a sphere, therefore has in a state of motion-viewed from the stationary system -

the form of an ellipsoid of revolution with the axes

Thus, whereas the Y and Z dimensions of the sphere (and therefore

of every rigid body of no matter what form) do not appear modified by the
/ ^

motion, the X dimension appears shortened in the ratio 1 : /(I - —-j), i.e.
c

the greater the value of v, the greater the shortening. For v » c, all

moving objects - viewed from the "stationary" system - shrivel up into plain

figures. For velocities greater than that of light our deliberations become

meaningless".

But according to (34) we get

U\i~'

V > C (36)

It will be seen from this that a rigid sphere with the super-light-speed
/ 2 '

will appear to be a pseudosphere and expanded in the ratio 1 : A - j - 1).
c

So, for super-light-speed our deliberations still have their meanings. We

shall find in what follows, that the velocity of light in our theory still plays

the part of the limit for a double asymptote.

Let it be the time increment when the clock is at rest with respect

to the stationary system, and it be the time increment when the clock is at

rest with respect to the moving system. Then

At Jit -£'
A T- —

V < c

V > c
(37)

VIII. THE COMPOSITION OF VELOCITIES

The composition of velocities is probably the most interesting.

From formula
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V =

WMSW\

U +
(38)

E i n s t e i n o n l y d i s c u s s e d t w o s i t u a t i o n s , i.e. if w e set v = c - k , u) = c - A ,

k a n d A being p o s i t i v e a n d less than c, t h e n

2C-&-\

and

V = c

V =

c

C + u)
I t

j ft

(39)

(40)

But, if we set v • c + k, u = c - A (or \J = c - k, u: = c + A) k and

A being positive and A (or k) less than c, then

and if v = c + k , w = c + A, k and A being any positive, then

V < C

(41)

(42)

So, the composition of velocities have four situations, i.e.

1. A sub-light-speed and another sub-light-speed will be a sub-

light-speed;

2. A super-light-speed and a sub-light-speed will be a super-

light-speed;

3. The composition of two super-light-speeds is a sub-light-speed;

4. The composition of light-speed with any other velocity (sub-,

light-, or super-speed) still is the light-speed.

These are the essential nature of the space-time group.

It is necesary to point out if 1 + vuo/c = 0, i.e.

(43)

then V -+ ™>. It implies that if two velocities are dual to each other and in

opposite directions, then their composition velocity is an infinitely great

velocity. We guess that it may well become an effective way to make an

appraisal of a particle with the super-light^speed.
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IX. CONCLUSION

1. The special theory of relativity could not negate the possibility

of existence of the super-light-speed.

2. Based on the principle of relativity and the principle of constancy

of the velocity of light, a new kinematical theory can be founded, it could

retain all kinematical meaning of the special theory of relativity and include

new content about the super-light-speed.

3. The essential nature of the super-light-speed is the relativity of

the temporal order. If one does not know how to distinguish the temporal

orders, a particle moving with super-light-speed will be mistaken for one

roving with a sub-light-speed with some unusual nature.
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Fig.l The space-time figure.
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